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SECRETARIAL
Secretary III  
SR16 16898

PREVENTION & CONTROL
Researcher - R5 86164  
Researcher - R5 88359  
Researcher - R5 83390  
Associate Researcher - R4 85913  
Assistant Professor - I3 83330  
Secretary II - SR14 47530

CANCER ETIOLOGY -  
MOLECULAR CARCINOGENESIS
Researcher - R5 82133  
Researcher - R5 85918  
Researcher - R5 86231  
Researcher - R5 86227  
Associate Researcher - R4 82975  
Associate Researcher - R4 85911  
Assistant Researcher - R3 83585  
Assistant Researcher - R3 88355  
Professor - I6 33689 (30)  
Associate Professor - M4 85906

CANCER ETIOLOGY -  
EPIDEMIOLOGY
Professor - I5 83271  
Researcher - R5 88360

ADMINISTRATION
UH Administrative Officer VI  
P13 81114  
UH Administrative Officer II  
POS 81864  
UH Fiscal Accounting Specialist III  
PO7 80676

SHARED RESOURCES
Researcher - R5 87684  
Researcher - R5 88357  
Assistant Specialist - S3 86265  
UH IT Specialist - PBB 81828  
UH Public Info Officer II - PO8 80370
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